AHA Coding Clinic® is the official source for HCPCS coding advice when the classification and guidelines do not provide direction. The AHA Coding Clinic® for HCPCS Add-on provides a complete archive of the HCPCS coding clinics to support you in assigning the most appropriate code, to avoid claim denials. This add-on functionality gives users the ability to search using keyword, code, or even by newsletter quarter and year. With this add-on, users will have rights to view all AHA Coding Clinic® newsletters in their entirety. There simply is no faster and easier way to search the full library of AHA Coding Clinic® content.

Key features and benefits

• **Optum360 edge: Official AHA Coding Clinic® advice at the code level.** Each quarterly article is thoroughly reviewed by a live subject-matter expert and organized by subject. Each subject is then assigned to literal codes and terms as well as referenced procedures within the subject.

• **Optum360 edge: Access any coding clinic in its entirety.** Users no longer are limited to subjects associated with codes. Users can now search by quarter, year, etc., and see full articles with all services available in each publication.

• **Search by newsletter month/year, keyword, code, etc.** Whether you are using Optum360 proprietary CodeLogic® to find a code, or using our unique search functionality to find information specific to the AHA Coding Clinic® content for a particular diagnosis code, you will be able to easily access the content for any code, within many locations in RevenueCyclePro.com and EncoderPro.com.

• **Access years of newsletters, publications and questions.** There are literally hundreds of volumes of content, all easily searchable by code/keyword, and we add to the library each quarter with the latest coding clinics and quizzes from the AHA. Users of this add-on always have access to the most current AHA information and to volumes of historical AHA content. No other online resource provides access to this valuable AHA content like Optum360.
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Contact your sales representative or 1-800-464-3649, option 1 to purchase.

Browse all online coding tools and resources at optum360coding.com/onlinecoding